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A EXPERIMENTAL SETUP DETAILS

Overall, all of our implementations are based on the rikit1, a collection of reinforcement learning techniques. Using the
same library helps us reduces the impact of implementation differences. We created several agents that are trained by a
reinforcement learning algorithm. SAC is used to implement all agents, including baseline agents. In addition, we train a
neural network called the density ratio estimator to estimate density ratios of samples. This network can calculate the priority
of different trajectories in the reinforcement learning process, allowing the online fine-tuning process to safely utilize online
samples by leveraging relevant, near-on-policy offline samples. First, we present our DOREA agent and baseline agents’
detailed implementation and corresponding hyper-parameters. Second, we present the model structure and hyper-parameters
for the neural network-based density ratio estimator.

A.1 IMPLEMENTAIN DETAILS FOR ALL AGENTS

Due to all the below agents based on SAC, Table 2 shows the general hyper-parameters used in our experiments and training
process.

Offline RL. For training offline DOREA agents, we train ensemble DOREA w/o sft by training N=5 (ensemble size) CQL
based Q-functions and policies for 5 random seeds separately then combine them. For every offline strategies, we use 2-layer
MLPs for value and policy network. Other parameter settings are identical to the setup of Kumar et al. [2020]. See Table 1
for specific parameters.

Online fine-tuning. For fine-tuning processing, we initialize parameter of ensemble agent by the parameter of offline
DOREA w/o sft. We also use ensemble size N=5, and trained for 1000 steps every 1000 additional samples were collected.
The model has the same network structure, we employed the Adam optimizer [Kingma and Ba, 2014] with policy learning
rate of 3e-4 and value learning rate of 3e-4. See Table 1 for specific parameters and architecture.

Baseline. For the SAC-sft, we initialize its strategy with an offline trained CQL agent (We don’t use ensemble here).
Additionally, both SAC and SAC-sft used the implementation from rlkit with default hyperparameters describe in Table 2.

Furthermore, it should be noted that in all the above agent, we use trainable temperature factor α in our SAC version.
Besides this, two critic networks with the same structure are created, each with its own layers and weights. The second
critic networks is commonly referred to as the target critic network. The weights from the critic network are copied with
smoothing via target update τ to the target critic network after each target update period train step.
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A.2 IMPLEMENTAIN DETAILS FOR DENSITY RATIO ESTIMATOR

Density ratio estimaor. In balanced replay (BR) component, for training the density ratio estimation network ωϕ(s, a),
which was designed as a 2-layer MLP, we use batch size 256 (i.e., 256 offline samples and 256 online samples), and learning
rate is 3e-4. We apply self-normalization to the estimated density ratio over Boff , we calculate priority values:

w̃ψ(x) =
wψ(x)

1/T

Ex∼P
[
wψ(x)1/T

] (1)

where x and P denote (s, a) and Boff respectively, and T is the temperature hyper-parameter and we set it 5. Before starting
fine-tuning, we will add offline samples to the replay buffer at a priority of 1.0. Since it is necessary to ensure that new online
samples can be updated at the initial stage, we set a high default priority for newly added samples to ensure this. Specifically,
letting M denote the size of the offline buffer. We set the default priority to make the initial 1000 online samples collected
have the probability ρ of been seen, where ρ is a hyper-parameter, i.e., priority value of P0 := M

1000 ·
ρ

1−ρ . We used ρ = 0.75.
After the used online data is updated in RL, the priority of the given sample will be updated appropriately, and then the
default priority value will be updated to the maximum priority value seen during fine tuning. For detailed algorithm, please
refer to Lee et al. [2022].

B HYPER-PARAMETERS

Table 1: Specific hyper-parameters for different Algo, CQL and BR stand for offline and online training, respectively. The
meaning of hyper-parameter names can be found in the original paper.

Algo Hyper-param name Value

CQL conservative weight 10
# of actions sampled 10

BR

offline buffer size 2e6
online buffer size 2e6
density ratio estimation network arch. [|S |+|A|, 256, 256, 1]
density ratio estimation network temp T 5
ρ 0.75



Table 2: General hyper-parameters, CQL and BR stand for offline and online training, respectively.

CQL BR SAC-ft SAC(scratch)
Phase offline online

General hyper-params
π Arch. [|S |+|A|,256,256,1]
Q Arch. [|S |+|A|,256,256,1]
# Q nets 2
# target update period 1
soft target update τ 0.005
Activation ReLU
Optimizer Adam for all
Adam params betas = (0.9, 0.999), eps = 1e-8, weight decay = 0
π lr 1e-4 3e-4
Q lr 3e-4 3e-4
α lr 1e-4 3e-4
# epochs 1000
# step/epoch 1000
# batch/step 1
Batch size 256

Hyper-params for the base SAC impl.
Entropy target H |A|
Uni-model Gaussian Yes
Squashed Gaussian Yes
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